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Abstract

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to probe the effect of golf tappet surface impulse and initial velocity for putting
distance. Method: the subject was the  . Then, use the force sensor (100g, 5000Hz) puts on the tappet surface, nearby the
initial station lays aside the infrared shutter two groups (5000 Hz) measured the initial velocity, estimated that the putting
distance is 2 meters, altogether sampling 50 times. Results: The impulse with the ball trundle distance, does not have the
remarkable relevance, is also the impulse is unable to express to the putting distance influence, but the spheroid initial velocity
and the putting distance are away from actually present extremely high are being related (R= .913). Conclusion: The impulse
the aspect analyzes, gains the parameter gain by the artificial way, is unable to grasp each time to be able precisely to maintain
at the vertical forward strength, possibly will have the influence because of the deviation. Suggested: In order to gain the
related parameter to promote the reliability and validity in the future study, we can use the mechanical arm and high-speed
camera equipments that focus on the similar topic.
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Abstract

The finswimming is the same with the short-distance race that emphatically in speed. The amount of performance times
between competitions usually under few seconds. Through the kinematic analysis to compare the differences between the arch
of foot standing posture[AFSP] and the sole of foot standing posture[SFSP] of one elite finswimmer and look the changes of
kinematic parameters. The elite male finswimmer participated voluntarily in this study. Two digital video cameras (JVC,
120Hz) and APAS (Ariel Performance Analysis System) software were used to collected and analyze the data, then, used the
method of pair-sampling t-test in SPSS for windows 12.0 to analysis the differences between the two starts. The results have
two points：
1. The AFSP and the SFSP were significant differences in angle of attack, take-off velocity, take-off vertical velocity, take-off
horizontal velocity, 15 meters velocity and flight distance(p<.05). By above parameters, the AFSP is better than the SFSP.
2. There were no significant differences between these two standing postures in take-off angle, entry angle, body inclination,
entry velocity, entry vertical velocity and entry horizontal velocity. By above results, we can found these two standing postures
have consistency, but the AFSP have the better start velocity so it causes
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